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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of WBV exercise on CMJ and quadriceps muscle activation according to different frequency of vibration in soccer player and also to find effective frequency for leading appropriate treatment reaction.

Methods: Thirty three subjects were randomly divided into three groups: the three groups are WBV group using 20 Hz frequency, WBV group using 30 Hz frequency and squat exercise group according to training method. The exercise program was conducted for six weeks. Subjects were measured on CMJ and quadriceps muscle activation.

Results: Significant difference in CMJ was observed in the group I, II compared with the group III (p < 0.05). Results of post-hoc, showed a significant difference in CMJ in on group I, II compared with the group III, but no a statistically significant difference between group I and II. Significant difference in quadriceps muscle activation was observed in the group I, II compared with the group III (p < 0.05, p < 0.01). Results of post-hoc, significant difference in quadriceps muscle activation in on group I, II compared with the group III and significant difference between group I and group II.

Conclusion: This research intervened WBV for soccer players and compared the differences of CMJ and quadriceps muscle activation; as a result of the effective frequency for improving performance, there is a significant difference in CMJ and quadriceps muscle activation of WBV group with comparison of control group; and it was proved that WBV is effective using 30 Hz frequency for improving quadriceps muscle activation.
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INTRODUCTION

Jump performance is an ability to move vertically center of mass with the stationary position using muscular strength generated by muscle contraction, and the high jump performance is crucial factor to influence outcome of soccer game. Vertical jump is a representative test of functional performance, which is evaluate the function of lower extremity is needed interaction of various system, such as recruitment of motor unit, stability of joints, muscular strength, neuromuscular coordination. Also, it is needed to activate of body and pelvis area and also tight and tibia area muscle in order to represent high level motion and it is shown correlation relative to vertical jump especially for lower extremity muscular strength. Moreover, it is represented high muscle activation when vertical jump for rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, gluteus muscle and gastrocnemius muscle. When vertical jump, the muscle conducts through stretch-shortening cycle which making concentric contraction with accumulation of elastic energy after eccentric contraction.

The represented training method based on stretch-shortening cycle is plyometric training, which previous researches were reported effective for improvement physical ability, such as muscular strength, vertical jump, quick reaction, and so on, and also for prevention of injuries. However, plyometric training, which is consist on various jump motion and fast motion of a change of direction, is needed adequate physical conditions, so there is a strong presumption that it is possible to damage muscle and bone system, such as ligaments and tendon, transferring too much load to joints.
if the condition is not sufficient.9

Recently, in order to solve the problem of plyometric training, whole body vibration (WBV), which is a safe exercise method with low intensity, has been introduced; can improve recovery of damaged muscle and bones; and is an effective exercise for performance improvement of patients and athletes with limitation of movement.10-12 Mechanism of WBC is stimulate primary ending of muscle spindle with mechanical vibration for muscle, and it is induced the more strong output of alpha motor neuron due to increasing activity of Ia afferent fibers and also contraction of strong muscle with increasing recruitment of motor unit.13

It is shown by Armstrong et al.14 significant improvement of height of vertical jump after intervention of WBV for 90 subjects and it is resulted by Jordan et al.15 significant improvement of muscle activation for quadriceps muscle compared to control group with the result of acute effect of WBV after intervened WBV for one week using 30 Hz frequency to 24 athletes. Roelants et al.16 was reported the significant improvement of muscle activation of rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis and gastrocnemius muscle after intervention of WBV using 35 Hz frequency when each different squat exercises compared to control group. Also, after intervention of WBV for eight weeks to healthy adults using 20 Hz, it can be shown sufficient improvement of balance ability, so it is reported that WBV, which stimulates mechanoreceptor of joints, can improve balance ability.17 and also of pain relief of delayed onset muscle soreness after reinforcement exercise of muscular strength.18

Like the above research, WBV is known to be effect, but because it is relatively new method of exercise, it is limited for the research about strenthen, duration, frequency, position, and so on, of vibration for leading appropriate reaction. Therefore, the purpose of research is to investigate the effect influenced to jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation in soccer players with a squatting position and also to find effective frequency for leading appropriate treatment reaction.

METHODS

1. Subject of research

In this research, the research contents and purpose are sufficiently explained to the subjects and it was conducted for subjects who write agreement of participation. The subjects of this research were selected 33 soccer players of S university in Jeollanam-Do, and the specific standard of selection is the following (Table 1):

1) A player who do not have medical history in their lower extremity relate to orthopedic surgery
2) A player who do not have any other internal and external disease
3) A player who can do complete weight support
4) A player who do not have motor abnormality and parenthesis

2. Research procedure

The purpose of this research is investigated the effect of jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation in soccer player identified the effective vibration frequency leading appropriate remedial reaction with WBV during 6 weeks. The subjects are university soccer players; the pre-test is executed for vertical jump and quadriceps performance and quadriceps muscle activation; and they were divided into three groups and trained. The three groups, which each group have 11 members, are WBV group using 20 Hz frequency (Group I), WBV group using 30 Hz frequency (Group II) and squat exercise group (Group III) according to training method. After 6 weeks, another tests were conducted with similar method to pre-test.

1) WBV

The participants planted with 8.4 cm between inner heels of both foot and make their foot narrow with standard distance from rotational axis with a 9 degree relative to valgus angle of great toe. In independent standing position, the squat position was set the previous research of Roelants et al.16 as basis and the exercise was intervened in a position of high squat (high squat knee angle 125°, hip angle 140°) and low squat (low squat knee and hip angle 90°). Using the protocol proposed by van Nes et al.19 WBV was conducted during 6 weeks with every 5 weeks for 20 minutes per a day. For one set, four times of WBV was intervened for 45 seconds, which has two set of high squat and two set of low squat position and also have 1 minute break time between sets. Group I and Group II were applies 20 Hz
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Group I: whole body vibration using 20 Hz; Group II, whole body vibration using 30 Hz; Group III, control.
and 30 Hz, respectively.

2) False WBV
Group III, which is control group, was applied same situation relative to WBV group except the vibration.

3. Measurement
1) Surface electromyogram system
In order to measure lower extremity muscle activation, MP100 surface electromyogram system (Biopac System Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was used and the data transferred to digital signals was processed using Acqknowledge 3.91 software in personal computer. For minimizing skin resistance for surface electromyogram signal, the hair of attaching parts were eliminated, rubbed with fine sandpaper for 3-4 times due to getting rid of corneum, and cleaned the skin with sterilization alcohol cotton. The adherence muscle is attached to rectus femoris (RF), vastus lateralis (VL) and vastus medialis (VM) and positive and negative electrodes are adhered with a parallel direction to muscular fibers of muscle belly of each muscle. Sampling rate was set 1,024 Hz, in order to minimize noise, a notch filter and a band pass filter were set 60 Hz and 30-450 Hz, respectively, and the collected signal was processed with RMS (Figure 1 A).

2) Normalization of muscle activation
In this research, in order to standardize the muscle activation, % reference value contraction (%RVC) method was used, which is a method to standardize based on reference voluntary contraction (RVC) relative to muscle contraction of specific motion. During maintaining 5 seconds a low squatting posture, after it was measured muscle activation of measuring muscle, RVC value was calculated with analyzing signals with 3 seconds excluding first 1 second and last 1 second and also %RVC value was do with comparing muscle activation value measured during vertical jump. The muscle activation data was used a mean value of acquired results of 3 measurements.

3) Measurement of jump performance
In order to measure jump performance, G-jump (BTS, Italy) was used. The G-sensor was fixed in 5th spinal puncture of subjects and it was detected the G-sensor value every 2,004 Hz for position, direction, and velocity when jump. These data was analysis using G-studio software inside personal computer. The protocol was counter movement jump (CMJ) and the data was used mean values of 3 measurements (Figure 1B).

4. Data analysis
The measured data was statistically processed using SPSS 19.0; in order to verify normality between three groups, one-way ANOVA was conducted; and it was analyzed using ANCOVA in order to verify the difference of jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation according to each group of method of exercise. Post-hoc comparison was also executed using Bonferroni comparison method. Statistical significance level was $\alpha = 0.05$.

RESULTS

1. Comparison of jump performance between groups
As a result of comparison of jump performance, before and after intervene for each group, there was a significant improvement on CMJ jump for group I and group II relative to group III ($p < 0.05$).
The result of post-hoc comparison showed statistically significant differences for group I and II relative to group III but no a statistically significant difference between group I and group II (Table 2).

2. Comparison of quadriceps muscle activation between groups

As a result of comparison of quadriceps muscle activation, before and after intervene for each group, there was a significant improvement on quadriceps muscle activation for group I and group II relative to group III (p < 0.05, p < 0.01). The result of post-hoc comparison showed statistically significant differences for group I and II relative to group III and also there was a statistically significant difference between group I and group II (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

WBV is a safe and comfortable exercise with low intensity, which is an exercise method to improve physical function, such as muscular strength, balance, bone density, and so on, and used for various area and diseases recently. This research has purposes of the effect of WBV influenced to jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation of soccer player and also identification of effective frequency to improve performance, and conducted several tests. As results of the research, there was significant improvement on jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation after intervention WBV and also post-hoc comparison result showed that 30 Hz frequency is effective for improvement of quadriceps muscle activation.

Cochrane et al. showed that significant difference of jump performance for between a warming up group using bicycles and a hot poultice and a group with WBV for 8 subject with 26 Hz frequency and also on significant improvement of jump performance of a group using 35-40 Hz WBV relative to false WBV group and resistive exercise group, by Delecuse et al. conducted for 67 young adult females during 12 weeks.

WBV can give vibration stimulation with amplitude and frequency modulation to muscle; can stimulate muscle spindle in muscle; can improve activation of alpha motor neuron with increasing inputs of Ia afferent fibers; can reinforce circuits of tonic vibration reflex and lead muscle hypertrophy; and can improve jump performance due to increasing reaction of neuromuscular system.

In this research, with comparison between group I and II which are intervened WBV and control group which is intervened false WBV, there is significant difference in jump performance, and the
similar result of improvement of jump performance to the existing research can support that WBV is necessary for athletes to improve jump performance though there are differences of frequency of vibration stimulation and intervene period.

Turner et al.\textsuperscript{23} showed the significant improvement of jump height at intensity of 40 Hz compared to 0 Hz, 30 Hz, and 35 Hz after 30 seconds intervention with straight standing position for healthy adult males. In a WBV research of meta-analysis related to chronic effect by Manimmanakorn et al.\textsuperscript{24} there is no significant differences in jump performance according to frequencies over 30 Hz for 15 different papers.

This research also has no significant differences between group I using 20 Hz and group II using 30 Hz in a result of post-hoc comparison. Ritzmann et al.\textsuperscript{25} said that it is effective for warm-up due to leading acute effects with short time because neuromuscular system can apply effectively in high frequency, which the higher frequency have, the gather muscle activation is shown. Under 20 Hz frequency, muscular relaxation is leaded and over 50 Hz frequency, muscular fatigues can be leaded, so it is necessary to select the frequency according to the purpose of exercise.\textsuperscript{26} Also, it can be thought that there is no significant difference of jump performance according to frequency due to adaptive reaction of neuromuscular system with more than 6 weeks intervention.

In order to improve jump performance, it is needed to be high muscle activation for surrounding muscles, such as pelvis, femur, tibia, and so on, and there is high correlation of muscular strength of rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, and so on.\textsuperscript{27}

Jacobs et al.\textsuperscript{12} showed significant differences in extention torque of knee joint of 20 adults, which maintaining a position of knee joint of 170 degree angle during 5 minutes and using 26 Hz frequency, compared to bicycles training group. Reyes et al.\textsuperscript{27} showed significant improvement in gastrocnemius muscle, biceps femoris muscle, and gluteus muscle activation of 16 baseball players, which intervening WBV, maintaining various positions, and using 30 Hz frequency, compared to bicycles training group. However, there is no significant difference in muscle activation of vastus lateralis and vastus medialis between with WBV and without WBV for 58 adults using 16 Hz frequency, bending a knee joint of 60 degree.\textsuperscript{28}

In this research, comparing between group I and II with intervening WBV and control group with false WBV intervention, it is shown the significant difference of leg muscle activation and it is concluded that WBV is effective for improving muscle activation, and also Seo and Kim\textsuperscript{29} said that it is necessary to use frequency more than 20 Hz for improving muscle activation.

Kim\textsuperscript{30} showed that it is effective for increasing leg muscle activation for a group with intervening WBV using 30 Hz vibration frequency as a result of intervention of WBV using 10 Hz and 30 Hz vibration frequency for stroke patients. Similar to this, in this research, there are significant differences in increasing leg muscle activation in comparison between group I using 20 Hz frequency and group II using 30 Hz frequency as a result of post-hoc comparison.

Thirty Hz frequency can affect positively in human body due to increasing exercise function, energy metabolism and blood flow rate by attentively increasing of growth hormone,\textsuperscript{31} the action potential can be increased and fatigability can be decreased by increasing excitability of alpha motor neuron and contractible protein sensitivity with increasing inputs of afferent fibers for muscle activation.\textsuperscript{32} Lienhard et al.\textsuperscript{33} suggested that the various change of position considering the physical capability of subjects can be effectively applied muscle activation due to observation of significant increasing for leg muscle activation improvement with a position with bending 60 degree, as a result of WBV intervention using 16 Hz for position of knee joint with bending 60 degree and comfortability standing position.

This research intervened WBV for soccer players and compared the differences of jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation; as a result of the effective frequency for improving performance, there is a significant difference in jump performance and quadriceps muscle activation of WBV group with comparison of control group; and it was proved that WBV is effective using 30 Hz frequency for improving quadriceps muscle activation as a result of post-hoc comparison.

The limitation of this research has regional constraints and small number of subjects, so it would be hard to generalize to all soccer players and it is needed to conduct additional research about effect of WBV with various frequency modulation and also with the various position.
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